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ends to join it, comes in raying
diameters.
mall thicknesses
and degmes
of hardness.
and is suitable
for both hot and cold-water
systems.
To join copper
piping,
there
are
many types of fittings
to cover every part
of the plumbing
layout.
h n~imber of commoo fittings
are shown at the left.
Copper
pipe can be joined
using either
s~,ldered
(also called capillary
or “sweat”
joints)
or screwed
(compression
fitting
I
joints.
Compression
joints are of two types.
Kith
the first. called a “bead”
fittinp,
the
tubing
is pushed into the fitting.
a bead of
jnintiq
paste is applied
around the tubing
m front of a compression
nut. and the compression
nut is tightened
onto the fitting.
The result
is a watertight
fit. The second
type is called a “flare”
fitting
because the
end of the tubing
is funnel-shaped
with a
special
faring
tool
(below).
This shaped
end receives the male end of the fitting;
the
compression
nut is then tightened
to finish
the connection.

Typee of copper piping
me
TanpS
K
L
M

Hard (rigid) or scft (flexible)
Hard OTso*
Hard only

;;, To be sure the type of cc+x~er piping that You
we far a specific application complies with IOcc4 plumbing code. always check with your local
,:, ,building department. In general, Type L can be
;, ;,,“Sed below ground, Type M above graund. For
~~,a superior installation. use TypeK below ground
: ,~‘~~
and Type I. above grsmd.

Equipmenf needed
Propane torch
Hacksaw
Smooth rife
Tubing bender
(also known as
a “hickey”)

Tubing cutter
with reamer
Sandpaper or fine
Steel WOOI .
Solder
FIUX

Cutting and cleaning

,Capillary or ‘sweat’ joints

,Properly prepared. a sweated joint will provide
‘many years of troub!ei:ee (nonleaking) sevice. Although your joint may leak the first couple of
~times you atiemp? to sweat pipe. you’ll soon be
sweating copper pipe just Iike a pro by getting a
!i!ti+ prictice
under your belt and by following
the rules outlined on these pages.
To understand the principles of sweating pipe,
you should understand how capillary action works.
When the end of a caDper pipe is inserted as far
as possible into a fitting. a small amwnt of space
will remain be?ween the inside wall of the fitting
and the outside wall of the pipe. When the fitting
is heated with a propane torch and solder is applied around the pipe at the outer .edgeS Of the
fitting, the solder will be drawn into this Spa% by
capillary acticz. bonding tile pipe and fitting together securely. Such aciion. v/i!! be the result
regardless of whether ihe piping will be running
horizontal!y or vertically.
If you’re repairing or adding to an existing copper piping system. remember that all parts- to be
joined first must be completely dry. After the soldering is done and ttze joint cooled to room temperature, test the work for possible leaks.

Cut pipe to length using a tubing-cutter
(1) Or a
fine hacksaw blade, Make sure the cut Is Square
and the pipe remains round and true. Cutting with
a hacksaw blade leaves rough edges on the inside
and outside of the pipe, while a tubing Cutter
leaves rougn edges on the inside of the pipe.
Remove burrs on the outside of the pipe Witi?a
smooth file or sandpaper and en inside with a
reamer (2) or rattail file. Clean the end of pipe with
steel wool oi a stQp of sandpafler (3).
FEEFjUARY ,974
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ssembling copper system
Eteryou have :rcr.cu.~hly cleaned the inside of
e I!!!:“&! Socket isreL?: Iei::~ appiy a thin coat
!!ux io !?E end zi iw pi05 (Stzp 21 and tne ln~
de of t-i ii:..;,: tstip 31 i:‘ifh a *mai, clew
.“Sh. T?f: zip y-e t-b:>,- !1.$!1\,into me fl!tl::s
;teD 4; x3 k.~iSt:x C:eCESsi:.&Il!y !a order tc
str;bu!e the :!a ivwiy Wipe 0:i any excess
1x ,hZl i2mains and asp;‘>’csz: with a pmpane
,iCh to lh:e iiit;ng (SW0 5).
f!UXto me second
Ir; Ihe same m3:7nZi.aGc’v
.,
ngtn of tubing (StEo6i, :zsert I? tile tlt!:n‘o is:ep
, ans apply a i@.meio b’rll me tuimg isteo 8)
?d :~::izg :Step 91~ Meit the soider from a spool
/ solderino wire a:cu^d ih.? !iib,ro-llt!i”a _ ioini
;iep 10. aboYe1.
F!w :or soldering is mild!*y cc:ros!“c. !! contains
nc and amn.on:um c!xc::es
iTi a petroleum base.
?d is used as a Pro!eci~ve costrng on the metal
16 as an agmit to heto :he soidei iiow Always
,r flux before yiu “SE !!.
The cardlna! xie I” choos,ng a solder is to buy
quality
solder
Mos: sciders
for househola
iumbing jots are? Cr,mcOiEd of 50 Percent tin
rid 50 percent ieuj ii me ioi”: requires a soide:
f greater strengtn. use sns comp~isiq 95 pe,cent
n and 5 pelcent ant:3ony
Do not ciean~ “!a a~3 asstmbie
more copper
iping then you can soicer in about two hours.

iotdering tips
emembarto align ioin:s v~ith adequa:e supper! bem solderizg, and to place no sfra,n on them
hn soldering. use torch --i!h sweeping motionrblng and fitting should be at same temperature
)I best flow o! soider mto joint. If so!der forms
:mps. joint is not hot enough. If t~here is no
uestion that the joint is hot enough but solder
till does not fiow freely. overheating resulhng in
urned flux is likely. and the joint must be started
gain from Step 1. As soon,as sblder has set. use
wet brush or rag to crack and remove flux (relove it horn inside oi pioes by flushing with water)
?move ail flux before pressure-test,ng
the jointnecessary use a v,ir% brtim Ii you have to iedo
jcint. re:lux the enti:e joint area before applying
eat to unso!der.

Toolbox additions
If you plzn on doing most of your own plumbing
jobs. the four tools show” above can be valuable
addi!ions to your tooibox~ The two pictured a! the
tot are availaole at most hardware stores, while
VGU ma have to vlsii a olumbers’ supply house !m
iind the’lower two.
vise-gr~c atiers, with serrated jaws and locking
nut, a:ew&p&ially
useful when working with smal!~
diameter Pipes. A basin wrench. whose grlpplnc
head is adjustable. will save you many bumps and
knocks on head and hands when you are installing
a basin where there is little room for swlnglng
ordinary wrenches.
A pipe cutter. which is faster and more accurate
than a hacksaw when cutting iron or galva?lzed
pipe. is operated simply by starting the cutier over
the pipe, and. as it is revolved, tightening the
handle gradually to deelen the wt. Thread-culting oil should be applied to both the cu!tei and
the pipe.
A self-locking
pipe vise has V-shaped iav&
that grip the pipe from both top&nd
bottom. I!
eliminates the need for a helper to hold the PIPE
,
***
while you do Me cutting.
.
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D AT
I
By Sam Brown
BEGIN
\\lth soft aluminum
and
I F uYOU
._.-. form you can spin
01 k It ox er a simple
a bowl in less than five minutes
after the
job is set up. Aluminum
spins very easily
and does not tend to score or buckle under d
the forming
tools. It need not he annealed during
ordinary
spinning
proccdwe
as it will take medium-radius
bends. It stretches
to form tapers without cracking,
and otTers no undue resistI”
;,,,‘; ante to flarmg,
beading and hemming.
ij~!,, Pewter
has similar
characteristics
but is
‘;;;I: : rather expensive.
For average work pewter
,;;j;,,
:,,, is the easiest of all metals to spin. Copper
ig,,~ and brass have much higher resistance
to
3;; spinning
and require
frequent
annealing.
i,gj,;;, Equipment:
For spinning simple projects
&:I; III aluminum
and soft copper, all the special.
&‘: equipment
needed
is show-n in Fig. 1.
& ,Wooden forming
tools generally
are used
as?,: on these metals. For more advanced
work
&,;,you
would need a compiete
set of special
I@::-~spinning
tools. but these are not necessary
g;, f@ the projects detailed. In addition to th;
,,::_ ,,

items shown you wi!l need bees\va.x
for
lubricating
the metal and glazing the hardmood chuck
over
which
the metal
is
formed. Lathe headstock
bearings
should
be in good condition
as they must take
fairly
heavy thrust.
If you plan several
projects
it will pay to purchase
the ballbearing tail renter. Fig. 1. The b&-bearing
center turns with the xvork and does not
require
frequent
lubrication
to prevent
heating as does the nonrotating
cup center.
Ho\vever.
the latter can be used for occasional jobs. The special tool rest can be
purchased
ready to use or one can be made
to fit your lathe as in Fig. 1. Also. you require the hardwood
chuck turned
to the
form of the finished
project.
The chuck
must be twned
and sanded smooth
and
glazed with beeswax
while in the lathe.
How spinning
is done: Figs. 4 to i inclusive
show hoxr to set up and spin the
popcorn
bowl pictured
in Fig. 3. Projects
such as the bowl usually
are referred
to as
low-form
types
and require
no reverse
chucking.
After the metal disk has been
cut to the required
size it is centered
between the chuck and the follower
as in
Fig. 4. Adjust
the lathe to give a spindle
speed of about 900 r.p.m. This speed can
be used for nearly
all average
spinning
projects on a small lathe. Begin by applying pressure
at the base of the chuck as
in Fig. 5, keeping
the point of the tool in
a small area not more than ?.$ in. wide.
Aluminum
begins to spin over the form
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in rpun
cogxr
offerr
a go.d
example
of reverse
>& “’ ~,, Lamp bore
&;,
firs,
and reimd
chuck. Job is finished
with
0 rolled edge o,

.hurCisg.
D bead

S,mpe rsquires
OI rhown
below.

the
R.li

use of a
ix eerier,

Con&
<up, pictured above
and dekliled
0, left. is spun
c.ver what i. called o high
‘arm. Chuck is turned down
bv sfoaes to brim
w.,rk to
be

JL’NE
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annealed

frequently

lS9

readily when pressure is app!ied. detail A,
Fig, 8, hut the rim b&s back to1val.d the
tailstock
as in detail E. Str,aighten
the rim
with the back stick as in Fig. 6 and rhe
detail C, Fig. 8. When spinnihg
the next
‘,i in. of metal onto the form, make the
stroke toward the base of ihe chuck as in
detail D. Fig. 8. From this point on the process repeats. Spin $5 in. of metal onto the
chuck. straighten
the standing
edge. then
continue
spinning
by ‘i-in.
stages until
the bawl reaches its full form. Xs the final
step trim the edge as in Fig. 7.
Edges: A flared edge forms naturally
in
the spinning
process, Fig. 11, but the edee
can be spun tight to the chuck and finished
square if desired. The popcorn bowl. Fig.
3, has a flared edge. Applying
pressure
on
the left side of the Rare with the back stick
will widen it or Stuart a roll as in Fig. 11.
This can be taxied
over to form a bead or
pressed Rat to form a hem, Fig. 11. Turning
the roll over to firm a bead requires
considerable practice
and the @recess is somewhat
difficult
to picture
clearly
in sequence.
After
the roll has been turned
slightly more than that shown in the upper
right-hand
detail in Fig. 11, it is helpful
to file a half-round
notch in the end of the
forming
tocl and use this to turn the bead
to the full form.
Copper lamp base: This project,
Figs. 9,
10 acd 12 involves
reverse shucking
of the
base and high spinning
over a long form
to shape the candle cup. Both parts of the
base are of copper which must be annealed
while
spinning,
These requirements
put
the job up in the professional
class. Note
the spinning
characteristics
of copper
in
Fig. 2. The tray requires
reverse chucking
detailed
in the three steps in Fig. 9. With
the experience
acquired
in spinning
the
popcorn bowl, you won’t have any trouble
with the lamp base and reverse chucking
POPULAR
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the tray will rrquire
a Iittle more time. but
hi&spir,ning
the candle cup takes more
ski!;.
High forms: Figs. 13 to 19 inclusive
pic,,~ twe the procedure
in spirming
the candle
cup on a high form. It will be noted that
,”
the rise of the curved
portion
of the cup
is conside:xblg
sreater
than one third its
diameter.
This &s&es
the job as highform spinning
and means that it must begin
):I::~
,.
OF. a starter chuck a in Fig. 17 and finish
j,t;,,,
~,
,as in Fig. IS. In this case the chuck is
” trimmed
for the successive spinning stages.
&
: The inci!idrd
an&
of the chuck shou!d be
,p:,~,:
tz!:,~:,,’ : at ieast 9F deg. z? t-be start, Some shapes
,,:c: v.31 require
a startin:
chuck of IZO-deg.
~,,‘, included
an.+
Each time the chuck is
:, ‘~trimmed it is necessary
to spin the metal
‘i,’ ‘: down
to the chilck
throughout
the full
: length,
as otherwise
you may experience
trouble
with cracking.
Fig. 14 shows the
first stage nearly complete:
Fig. 16 pictures
‘,
an intermediate
stage and Fig. 13 shows
‘,I : :the find roll-over
being made at the rim.
Copper “grows.”
or “builds.”
considerably
’ : ,’ : as it is spun and must be held to a uniform
,’
stretch
by making
most of the forming
strokes
toward
the *ailstock
of the lathe.
Even with this precaution
it may be necessax-y to trim
the excess
metal
as in
Fig. 19, when the shape nears the final
form. Trimming
off excess metal relieves
‘stresses to some e.xtent and may help to
prevent
cracking
near the rim, a common
trouble
when spinning
over a high form.
Keep the work well lubricated
with beeswax as the spinning progresses.
Annealiig:
When spinning
copper over
any form having
even a slight rise it is
necessary
to anneal frequently.
Pressure
of the forming
tool crystallizes
(hardens)
xopper
quickly.
In average
spinning
proxedure
the change mill be noted immedi‘,’ atety by the operator
due to the sudden
JUNE
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Metal spun over high tom
tends to stretrh. Edge VWally mus, he trimmed
before spinning
to final rhmps

increased
resistance
of the metal. When
this occurs stop and anneal. Clean off the
beeswax
lubricant
with
turpentine
and
place the work over a gas burner as in Fig.
15. The temperature
of the metal should
rise until it “blooms”
into colors and then
turns black. A few acconds after it blackens
remove
from the flame
and quench
in
water. In some cases it is advisable to permit the murk to air-cool,
especiallv
\shcn
it is in the final st~ages of high spin&g.
The
black sca!e left on the surface n9ll do no
harm and is easily wmoved
in tbc linnl
A quenching
solution
polishing
operations.
of five-percent
rulphuric
arid will kwp thr
metal clean. Cnufio~~: Sulphuric-arid
soiution must bc handled
with ~~IXY Do not
permit it to come in contact with the skin.
***
Dispose of all unused portions.
191

